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ABSTRACT 
 

In this paper, a technique for weighted pseudo-random built-
in self-test (BIST) of VLSI circuits is proposed, which uses 
special scan cells and a new weight selection algorithm to achieve 
low power dissipation. It is based on weighted pseudo-random 
scan testing in which only 3 weight values are used – 2 fixed 
values (0 or 1) and 1 random value (0.5). A new weight selection 
algorithm is used to select a set of weights that achieves high fault 
coverage while reducing power. The idea is to minimize power by 
careful selection of the set of scan cells having fixed values (0 or 1) 
in order to reduce switching activity. To implement this in 
hardware, a new scan cell design is proposed that can do scan and 
capture in the normal mode as well as fixed-bit mode. The new 
scan cell hardware increases the area of a typical circuit by less 
than 4%, but reduces power by as much as 96%, as indicated in 
experiments performed on benchmark circuits. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors: B.8.1 [Logic Design]: 
Reliability, Testing and Fault Tolerance 

General Terms: Reliability 

Keywords: Low power, built-in self-test, weighted pseudo-
random testing 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

 Built-in self-test (BIST) involves performing test pattern 
generation and output response analysis using on-chip circuitry.  
The most economical BIST techniques are based on pseudo-
random pattern testing.  There are two well-known problems with 

pseudo-random BIST:  low fault coverage and high power 
dissipation.  Low fault coverage arises due to the presence of 
random pattern resistant (r.p.r.) faults [4], which have low 
detection probabilities.  Solutions to this problem involve either 
modifying the circuit-under-test (CUT) by inserting test points to 
increase the detection probabilities, or by modifying the test 
pattern generator so that it generates patterns that detect the r.p.r. 
faults.  The problem of high power dissipation comes from the 
fact that pseudo-random patterns cause much greater switching 
activity in the CUT than what occurs during normal functional 
operation.  This can result in overheating, as the chip package may 
only be capable of handling the power dissipation that occurs 
during functional operation.  Moreover, for portable electronics 
where BIST is used out in the field, it is desirable that the BIST 
use a minimal amount of energy to preserve battery life. 

 The problem of low fault coverage for pseudo-random BIST 
has been studied for a long time and quite a number of solutions 
have been proposed.  One of the most attractive involves adding 
weight logic to bias the pseudo-random patterns towards those 
that detect the r.p.r. faults.  A number of weight selection 
algorithms have been proposed for finding a minimal number of 
weight sets to achieve a desired fault coverage [3] [12].  

 The problem of reducing power dissipation during BIST is a 
more recent problem that has gained attention.  Some interesting 
techniques have been proposed including the following:  dual-
speed linear feedback shift register (DS-LFSR) [14], low transition 
random test pattern generation (LT-RTPG) [15], scan output 
holding [6], test vector inhibiting [7], circuit partitioning [8], and 
modified clocking schemes[9]. 

 An attractive approach that combines weighted pattern testing 
with a low power BIST was proposed by Wang in [16].  This 
approach can achieve high fault coverage by targeting random 
pattern resistant fault while still reducing power dissipation 
compared with conventional weight pattern testing.  Three things 
are combined in Wang’s method:  LT-RTPG, 3-valued weights, 
and scan re-ordering. 

 This paper presents a new approach for combining weighted 
pattern testing with low power BIST. A different hardware 
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scheme and weight selection methodology is used. Compared with 
Wang’s approach [16], the proposed technique provides better 
scalability and power reduction.  

 The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives 
background on the 3-valued weight set generation algorithm of 
Pomeranz et al. [12], which we have improved upon; Section 3 
describes our proposed low power 3-valued weight set generation 
algorithm; Section 4 describes a special scan cell design that 
enables us to implement our low power weighted pseudo-random 
testing algorithm in hardware, along with an area-overhead analysis 
and simulation study; Section 5 gives the results of experiments on 
ISCAS-89 benchmark circuits, followed by the conclusion and 
possible future work in Section 6. 

2. BACKGROUND 
 

 Pomeranz et al. [12] introduced an algorithm for weighted 
pseudo-random testing, where the weight sets generated were 3-
valued, i.e., each weight value is 0, 0.5 or 1.  We have modified 
this algorithm to generate weight sets that reduce the power 
dissipation during testing. Note that by weight set, we will refer to 
a vector in which each position can be 3-valued – such a weight set 
will be used to generate weighted pseudo-random test vectors. 

The basic idea of the 3-valued weight set generation algorithm 
of Pomeranz et al. is to use a deterministic test set to find a small 
number of weight sets that can be used to generate weighted 
random test patterns for a circuit. The goal is to get significant 
fault coverage using a much smaller number of weights than the 
number of deterministic test vectors, thereby making the scheme 
useful for built-in self-test (BIST) due to its small area 
requirement. The test generation process starts with a set of 
purely random patterns to detect the easy-to-detect faults. After 
that, weight sets are computed by combining test vectors from the 
deterministic test vector set. Two test vectors v1 and v2 are 
combined using the following method:  if v1 has a value 1 (0) in a 
bit position, then the corresponding bit in the combined vector 
gets the value 1 (0) if v2 has the same bit value 1 (0) or the value 
X at that position. If at any position v1 has a bit value 1 (0) and 
v2 has a different bit value 0 (1) at that position, the 
corresponding position in the combined vector gets a value R. 
Note that X signifies an unspecified bit value, while R indicates a 
weight value of 0.5. For example, combining XX01100 and 
X00X001 would give X001R0R. 

Once a weight set is created, the algorithm generates N 
weighted random patterns using the LFSR by fixing the scan cell 
positions corresponding to 0 or 1 weight values in the weight set 
and randomly changing scan cell positions having a weight value of 
0.5. If any bit position in the weight set has a value of X, it is 
filled by minimum-transition (MT) fill [13]. In MT-fill, a series of 
X entries in a vector are filled with the same value as the first non-
X (and non-R) entry on the right side of this series. This 
minimizes the number of transitions when such a vector is scanned 

into a scan chain. For example, consider that after the combination 
process described earlier, we get a weight set 1X0R0R10X1X0. 
This set, after MT-fill, would become 100R0R101100. If the set 
has a sequence of X bits that is not terminated by a non-X bit on 
the right side, then it is filled by the bit value to the left of the 
sequence. For example: 10R0RR1011XX will become 
10R0RR101111 after MT-fill. 

For each weighted random pattern, the algorithm performs 
fault simulation and removes the detected faults from the fault-list. 
When no faults are detected for one run of N weighted random 
patterns for a weight set, it decreases the number of random values 
in the weight set (K) by 1, i.e., it fixes one more bit in the next 
weight set, in order to detect the harder-to-detect faults. 

Our main motivation of using a 3-valued weight set generation 
algorithm is the fact that weight values of 0 or 1 can be fixed 
throughout generation of the weighted random patterns for a 
weight set and thereby reduce switching activity, and hence 
power. So, if we have hardware support to fix bit values in the 
scan cells, we can use a modified version of the 3-valued weight 
set generation algorithm tuned towards generating weight sets that 
fix bits corresponding to scan cell positions giving maximum 
power savings. Accordingly, the combinational part of the circuit 
connected to the scan cells having the fixed bit values would not 
have any transitions during application of the weighted random 
patterns, resulting in reduced power consumption during testing. 
We modified the 3-valued weight set generation algorithm to make 
it power-sensitive, and modified the SFN cell design of AlShaibi et 
al.[1] to create fixed-mode scan cells that enable us to implement 
our scheme in hardware. 
 

3. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION 
 

3.1 Low-power weighted pseudorandom testing  
 

Our algorithm takes the basic idea of the original 3-valued 
weight selection algorithm of Pomeranz et al., but makes an 
important change in the weight set generation step that reduces 
power consumption during testing. 

In the original algorithm, a weight set is selected to maximize 
coverage. First, the faults are ordered in decreasing order of how 
hard-to-detect they are, estimated by the number of deterministic 
test vectors that cover the fault (the less the number of vectors 
covering a fault, the more it is hard-to-detect). Then, two test 
vectors are selected, each of which covers one hard-to-detect fault 
and also has high fault coverage. A weight set is created by taking 
the combination of these two vectors (details are shown in the 
FindIntersection( ) function in Figure 1 and explained in Section 2). 
The weight set is combined with other high fault-coverage test 
vectors covering hard-to-detect faults, and the number of fixed bit 
positions in the weight set decreases at each step (implying that 
the number of random bit positions increase). This is continued till 
the number of random bit positions in the weight set does not 
exceed the desired value K.  



 

In our proposed low-power weight generation algorithm 
outlined in Figure 1, we make this weight selection scheme power-
sensitive. First, for each scan cell position in the circuit, we 
estimate the power saved if that position were to be fixed at a 
value of 0 or 1, details of which are outlined in Section 3.2.   Then 
we select the highest-coverage vector for the hardest-to-detect 
fault, similar to the scheme of Pomeranz et al. After that, instead 
of creating a weight set by choosing test vectors with high 
coverage, we select test vectors that will give maximum power 
saved (due to bit positions being fixed) when combined with the 
existing weight set. This ensures that during weight set creation, 
we fix those bits in the scan cell that will give us maximum power 
saved when we do weighted random pattern testing. 

3.2 Estimating power saved by bit fixing 
 

Wang et al. [14] has an elaborate method of estimating how 
much power is saved by fixing a particular circuit node to 0 or 1, 
by estimating the transition density for that node. However, 
calculating their metric for large circuits is time-intensive. We use a 
simulation-based approach that is fast and reasonably accurate for 
our purpose. We generate 100 random patterns and apply that to 
the circuit, calculating the average power dissipated per random 
pattern (pR) using a power simulation software. We then fix a scan 
cell position i to 1 (or 0) and calculate the average power 
dissipated by applying the same set of 100 random patterns, 
keeping scan cell i fixed at 1 (or 0) – the difference of this value 
and pR gives us an estimate of the power saved in the circuit by 
fixing the bit position i to 1 (or 0), which we denote p1 (or p0) for 
position i. The values of p1 and p0 are estimated for each scan cell 
position in the circuit, giving us an estimate of the power saved in 
the circuit by fixing the scan cell positions to 1 and 0 respectively. 
These estimates are stored in vector P in Figure 1. 

4. HARDWARE DETAILS 
 

In this section, we will present the design of a fixed-bit scan 
cell that is motivated by the SFN cell design of AlShaibi et al. [1]. 
We will demonstrate its correctness using simulation results and 
also analyze the area overhead of this new scan cell design. Note 
that Pomeranz et al. [12] implemented bit fixing in their scheme by 
using a bit-fixing control logic between the output of normal scan 
cells and the combinational parts of the circuit. The problem with 
this approach is that the bit-fixing logic becomes quite complex for 
large circuits, incurring area overhead as well as delay overhead in 
the normal operation of the circuit. This prompted us to generalize 
the design of the scan cells to support bit fixing, so that our 
proposed approach scales well to large circuits. 

4.1 Fixed-bit scan cell design 
 

The SFN (Scan-Fixed-Normal) cell design of AlShaibi et al. is a 
scan cell capable of scanning-in values in the normal mode as well 
as the fixed mode. The normal mode operation is same as a typical 
scan cell. In the fixed mode, the output of the SFN cell that is 

INPUTS: F = target faults to be covered, C = minimum 
accepted fault coverage, K = initial number of random values 
in weight set, R = number of pure random patterns generated 
before weighted pattern generation, P = vector of estimated 
power saved by fixing each scan cell position at 0 or 1, N = 
number of weighted pseudo-random test patterns generated 
for each weight set, D = deterministic test set 
OUTPUT: W = set of 3-value weight sets 
 

 WeightSetGeneration( ): 
1. Let LFSR generate R pure random patterns, remove 

detected faults from F. Initialize set W as empty 
2. Let originalNumberOfFaults = number of faults in F
3. While (number of current faults in F) > (1-C) * 

originalNumberOfFaults, repeat Step 4-6 
4. Using LowPowerWeightSelection( ), generate weight 

set w having K random bits. Add w to set W 
5. Generate N weighted random patterns using LFSR, 

by fixing scan cells positions with 0 or 1 weight 
value in w, and randomly changing scan cells 
having 0.5 values in w. For each random pattern, 
perform fault simulation and remove detected 
faults from F 

6. If no fault is detected in Step 4, set K = K - 1 
7. Return W 
 

LowPowerWeightSelection(K ): 
1. For every fault in the set F of undetected faults, 

find the test vectors from D that cover the fault 
2. Select a fault f that has minimum number of test 

vectors covering it. Among all test vectors that 
detect f, find the vector t that covers most number 
of faults 

3. Mark vector t, and initialize weight set w = t 
4. While (number of random bit positions in w) < K, 

repeat steps 5-6 
5. Select the unmarked test vector t' from D that has 

the maximum PowerSavedScore( ) with w 
6. Set w = FindIntersection(w,t'). Mark t' 
7. Return w 
 

PowerSavedScore(w,t'): 
Initialize saved=0. For all positions p where w and t’ have
same bit value b, set saved = saved + (power saved by 
fixing position p at b, obtained from P). Return saved 
 

FindIntersection(w,t'): 

Initialize intersection to have R (i.e., 0.5) in all bit positions. 
For every position where both w and t' have same bit value b 
(0 or 1) or one has b and the other has X, set that position in 
intersection to b. Return intersection 

Fig 1. Low-power weight-set selection algorithm 



connected to the combinational part of the circuit is held constant 
while values are scanned through the SFN cell in the scan chain, 
thereby reducing power consumption in the combinational circuit 
components connected to the SFN cell output.  

A major improvement of our fixed-bit scan cell design is that 
apart from normal and fixed scan, it is also capable of performing 
the capture operation in both normal and fixed modes, something 
that AlShaibi et al. did not consider in their design. Their scheme 
was for test-for-clock architecture, whereas we consider the 
standard test-per-scan STUMPS architecture for BIST [2]. Scan 
capture is an essential operation of a scan cell in the standard 
STUMPS scan-BIST architecture, since here the scan chain 
captures the response of the circuit after application of the test 
vector. We call our design the SFNC (Scan-Fixed-Normal-Capture) 
cell, details of which are shown in Figure 2. 

The SFNC has 6 inputs: apart from the usual Data_Input 
(DI), Scan_Input (SI), Scan signal and Clock signal, it had 2 other 
control signals – Fixed_Mode and Config_Load. The SFNC cell 
has 2 outputs: Scan_Output (SO) and Data_Output (DO). DO is 
connected to the combinational part of the circuit, while SO is 
connected to the SI of the next scan cell in the chain. Note that a 
normal scan cell has a single output line, which is connected to 
both the combinational part of the circuit (like DO) as well as to 
the scan-in of the next scan cell in the chain (like SO).  

In our SFNC cell, the M and S latches together make a 
traditional flip-flop.  The C latch holds the information whether 
the cell is fixed (C = 1) or not (C = 0), and the F latch holds the 
fixed bit value. When the SFNC cell is configured to be operating 
in the fixed mode so that C = 1, the output mux connects the 
output of F to DO. So, during scan and capture operations in this 
fixed mode, values shifted into the scan cell are shifted out through 
SO, but the combinational circuit connected to the cell sees the 
fixed bit output of the F latch through DO. So, in the fixed mode, 
there is no power dissipation in the combinational circuit 

connected to the output of the SFNC cell, since the DO output is 
held constant. In the normal mode, when C = 0, the SFNC cell 
behaves like a normal scan cell as DO gets driven by SO. 

The values in the F and C latches must be scanned in 
separately in two different n-cycle scan sequences. In the first n-
cycle sequence, the actual weight set is scanned in, which ends 
with asserting Fixed_Load for one cycle. This captures the output 
of the S latch into the F latch. The next sequence loaded is the 
configuration vector, which configures the C latches in each SFNC 
cell: it ends with a Config_Load assertion for one cycle loading the 
value held in the S latch into C. The configuration vector that is 
scanned in has a 1 corresponding to weight set positions having a 
fixed bit (0/1), and 0 corresponding to a weight set position having 
a random bit (0.5). For example, for the weight set 1XX110XX01, 
the configuration pattern would be 1001110011. Once the fixed 
values are loaded and the SFNC cells are configured, the LFSR is 
run to generate N pseudo-random test patterns. Each of these N 
random test patterns is weighted according to the weight set 
loaded into the scan chain. 

At power-up of the circuit, the C latch in each SFNC cell 
needs to reset by the functional reset of the latches, preferably 
using asynchronous reset signals. This would make sure that the 
SFNC cell works in the normal mode at power-up. The F and C 
latches are minimum sized latches, i.e., their transistors are as 
small as possible, since these 2 latches drive small loads and are 
not timing-critical. The mux at the output would need to be large 
to drive the presented load. All latches in the design are level 
sensitive.  

4.2 Estimation of area overhead 
 

A standard scan cell has 2 typical latches, 1 mux, and 1 
inverter, with 4 inputs and 1 output. Our SFNC scan cell design 
has 2 typical latches, 2 minimal-size latches, 2 muxes, and 1 
inverter, with 6 inputs and 2 outputs. Let X be the typical latch 
area, Y be the inverter area, Z be the mux area and X’ be the 
minimum latch area. So the percentage area increase of a SFNC cell 
over a standard cell would be (2X’ + Z) *100 / (2*X + Y + Z).  

Considering 130nm technology, typical values of X, Y, Z and 
X’ would be 30, 7, 15 and 9 units respectively. So, the SFNC scan 
cell would be about 40% more in size compared to the standard 
scan cell. For example, consider a chip where 40% of the area is 
occupied by memory and 60% by logic, of which about 15% is for 
flip-flops. If all the flip-flops were replaced by SFNC flip-flops in 
the chip, the total chip area would increase by only 3.6%. 

Our proposed STUMPS architecture with SFNC cells is 
shown in Figure 3. The overhead consists of an increase in the size 
of the scan cells (as explained above) and a ROM for storing the 
configuration bits and weight sets. Note that other BIST schemes 
that detect random pattern resistant faults also generally require a 
similar ROM, e.g., for storing weight sets for a weighted pseudo-
random scheme [3], or for storing seed patterns in a LFSR re-
seeding scheme [5], etc. 

DI

Clk

SI

Scan

Fixed_Load

Config_Load

M latch S latch

minimal-sized  F latch

minimal-sized C latch

SO

DO

Fig 2. SFNC Scan Cell Design 



      Apart from generating the usual scan testing control signals, 
the control logic shown in Figure 3 generates the extra control 
signals (e.g., Config_Load, Fixed_Load) for scanning in the 
configuration and weight sets. The mux at the input of the scan 
chains is needed to select either the next weight (or configuration) 
set from the ROM, or the next random pattern from the LFSR. 

4.3 Simulation results 
 

The correctness of the operation of the SFNC cell was verified 
by Verilog simulation on a test circuit that has four SFNC cells  
(numbered 0-3) functionally connected as a shift register. The 
waveforms are displayed in Figure 4.  The weight set is scanned in 
the first four cycles:  SFNC-1 is fixed to 0 and SFNC-2 is fixed to 
1. Subsequently, Fixed_Mode is asserted. In the next four cycles, 
the configuration vector is scanned in: it configures SFNC-0 and 
SFNC-3 as normal scan cells, and SFNC-1 and SFNC-2 as fixed 
scan cells, followed by the assertion of Config_Load. From this 
point on, note that the data out of SFNC-1 and SFNC-2 in Figure 
4 hold at their respective values, showing that the SFNC cell is 
performing correctly. We then do a scan in, capture and scan out – 
all the while the DO output of cells SFNC-1 and SFNC-2 remain 
unchanged and the DO outputs of cells SFNC-0 and SFNC-3 
change with their corresponding SO values, as desired. 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

Experiments were performed on 4 standard ISCAS-89 
benchmark circuits: s5378, s9234, s13207 and s15850. For each 
circuit, we used the ATALANTA toolkit [11] to generate the 
deterministic test vector set. We initially performed random test 
pattern generation to detect the easy-to-detect faults. In these 
experiments, an initial set of 1024 random patterns was generated. 
For designing weight sets to detect the remaining faults, we ran the 
WeightSetGeneration algorithm in Figure 1, with parameters N = 
256 (i.e., corresponding to each weight set we generated 256 

weighted random test patterns), F = number of detectable faults in 
the circuit, C = 0.98  (i.e., minimum accepted fault coverage on all 
detectable faults is 98%) and K = 0.10 * number of scan cells in 
the circuit (i.e., a maximum of 10% of the weight values were 
random, implying at least 90% of the weight values were fixed in 
each weight set). 

The power dissipation for each test set was estimated by 
counting the number of node transitions in the whole circuit and 
weighting each node transition by the number of fanouts at the 
node.  As can be seen from the results in Table 1, we get greater 
than 98% fault coverage for detectable faults on all circuits. For 
each weight set, we have to store the actual weight pattern and the 
configuration pattern in a ROM, but the number of weight sets is 
an order of magnitude less than the number of deterministic test 
vectors. So, our scheme is very well suited for a BIST 
environment. Table 1 also shows the ROM size required to hold 
the weight sets for each benchmark circuit. Each weight set 
requires 2 bits per scan cell (for the weight set and configuration 
sequence).  The numbers in Table 1 assume no compression.  
Note, however, that the data stored in the ROM is highly 
compressible, so it is possible to reduce the size of the ROM 
considerably using an approach along the lines of what is used in 
[10]. The power reduction compared with the original weight set 
selection algorithm of Pomeranz et al. ranges between 84% to 96% 
on these benchmark circuits, showing that our scheme will be very 
effective in low-power BIST for power-critical applications. 

Note that with comparable fault coverage, the power 
reductions we have obtained are more than Wang’s approach [16], 
presumably because we have fixed bit positions more aggressively 
in our algorithm (at least 90% of the bit positions are fixed for 
each circuit). Moreover, our hardware design is more scalable for 
large circuits, since we don’t have to design special-purpose 
decoding logic for weight generation for every new circuit, as is 
required for Wang’s WR-BIST hardware [16].  
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
 

In this paper we have proposed a new approach for combining 
weighted pseudo-random pattern testing with a low power BIST. 
Compared to Wang’s solution [16], our algorithm achieves 
comparable fault coverage and gives more power reduction, while 
our hardware design is more generic and scalable.  

In the future, we want to investigate other strategies of 
generating weight sets, based on not just power reduced but a 
combined score of faults coverage and power reduction, with a 
trade-off parameter between the two. This may enable us to 
achieve the desired fault coverage with smaller number of weight 
sets. We also want to investigate compression of weight sets [10] 
to reduce the size of the weight set ROM. 
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Reduction 

s5378 214 118 12 7.11 x 108 2.49 x 107 99.58% 5K 96.49% 

s9234 247 154 50 2.16 x 109 3.25 x 108 99.11% 25K 84.95% 

s13207 611 240 29 4.65 x 1010 6.85 x 108 98.45% 35K 95.85% 

s15850 700 118 12 7.05 x 109 4.66 x 108 98.89% 17K 93.39% 

Table 1. Results on low-power weighted pseudo-random testing algorithm on ISCAS -89 benchmarks 


